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Mobile app review publisher AlphaDigits has named top rated applications for August 2019.
Streamport helps manage streaming services. Dino Car Battle game has a pretty good 3D
effect. Second Galaxy is a pioneer that brought the interstellar MMORPG genre to mobile
devices. Players need to get better and better at keeping the toilet clear in Toilet
Ninjas. Snagscope is an easy to use and multifunctional downloader app.
Long Island, New York - Mobile app review publisher AlphaDigits has named top rated
applications for August 2019. AlphaDigits names five top class mobile apps every month
based on the reviews published in the website during that particular month. This website
has now released the names of top rated mobile apps for the month of August.
Streamport (10/10): Streamark has created a content streaming app that allows you to find
the content you want, sign up for a subscription or purchase one-time viewing, and manage
each stream, all from the one app. The app supports what feels like an unlimited offering
and lets you sign up for as many streaming service channels as you want. The core benefit
to the app is the ability to manage it all from one place - no more remembering accounts
for each streaming service.
Dino Car Battle (9.5/10): It's loaded with 16 graphically gripping scenes that throw you
into a loop. The 16 different mini scenes are grouped into four gaming schemes: Gladiator
Arena, Airport, Harbor and Stadium. Every four scenes pull you through four increasingly
challenging and energizing difficulty levels. Once you get the hang of how to maneuver and
attack, you will find yourself unable to put this game down. Graphics is one of the
highlights in this game, as it offers a pretty good 3D effect.
Second Galaxy (9/10): Second Galaxy is a pioneer that brought the interstellar MMORPG
genre to mobile devices. Although in the future, it may face be at a disadvantage compared
to more hardcore games, it will still be a landmark product. According to the game trailer
released by ZLONEGAME, both the graphics and the content are excellent.
Toilet Ninjas (8.5/10): Game play is basically this, for 60 seconds there will be a series
of candies that magically fall from the ceiling over the toilet and you have to prevent as
many as possible from landing in the bowl. You get some basic tools to start with and you
can use accumulated points to buy more and better tools. As you pass through each round of
60 seconds, you hope to get better and better at keeping the toilet clear. It may not be
completely clear, but you definitely don't want it to be clogged.
Snagscope (8/10): Snagscope is an easy to use and multifunctional downloader app that
lets users easily save and share Periscope videos. You can even capture more than one
video at a time, so you don't have to choose which ones you want to capture and miss out
on the other. It's easy to see the advantages to using Snagscope over its current
competitors, but every user has different needs.
Joe Ellen, an Editor at AlphaDigits said, "We offer a plethora of services to promote
mobile applications. Our marketing team can generate installs and reviews on iOS and
Android platforms." Developers can also contact AlphaDigits through the onsite app
submission form, mail or the contact form to get their apps reviewed.
AlphaDigits:
https://alphadigits.com/
Submit App for Review:
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https://alphadigits.com/submit-app-for-review/

AlphaDigits is a review site run by a few app marketers. Enjoying the support from a handy
amount of regular visitors, AlphaDigits provides reviews for iPhone, iPad and Android
apps. Copyright (C) 2019 AlphaDigits. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone,
iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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